Workshops under Al Gore’s ‘Climate Reality Project’.
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On the day of Earth Hour Workshops on Climate Change were organised under the program LEAD being proudly sponsored by HP and ICIE. These workshops were organized in collaboration with The Climate Reality Project India TCRP (formerly The Climate Project), the Indian branch of Al Gore’s Climate Change Leadership Program, at SIRDA Institute of Engineering & Technology and Shiva Institute of Engineering & Technology. The workshops were conducted by Bhavesh Swami, Representative of TCRP. He gave an overview of the issues surfacing due to Climate Change across the world. He apprised the students on adaptation and mitigation efforts being undertaken across the world to fight climate change. He also discussed about thematic areas such as solar, wind, small hydro, waste management etc where students of engineering can provide solutions to local issues and also discussed about new career opportunities available to students in these sectors. The purpose was to unleash a global cultural movement demanding action on the climate crisis.
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Participants at SHIVA Institute of Engineering and Technology[/caption]

The workshop aimed not only to apprise and sensitize the youth and the faculty but also to engage students to plan action projects in Climate Change under various thematic areas under the program LEAD. The workshop was coordinated by Pushpender Dhiman, Principal at SIRDA Institute of Engineering & Technology and Shilpa Goel; Principal and Vikrant Chandel; faculty member at Shiva Institute of Engineering & Technology.
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